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The Russian Federation is pursuing an active and wide-ranging strategy to reassert and strengthen its dominant position in the greater Black Sea region, which the Kremlin believes is critical for the restoration of Russia’s great power status. Consolidation of the Russian position in this region will establish and enhance the military, political, and economic foundations of Russia’s position as a great power. Throughout the “four basins” of this region (Caspian, Black, Eastern Mediterranean, and Persian Gulf), Moscow aims to make itself the indispensable partner for settling conflicts and constructing and maintaining regional security and economic arrangements. The Russian approach has three main prongs. First, the Russia-Republic of Azerbaijan relationship is the new template for how Russia plans to conduct its relations with the countries of the Black Sea, in place of the confrontational approach that has characterized the Russia-Georgia and Russia-Ukraine relationships. Second, the Caspian Convention—successfully concluded after years of deadlock when Russia accepted compromises with its neighbors in return for keeping outside powers out of the process—provides a model for Russian approaches in other parts of the region. Third, Russia seeks to export these approaches to other parts of the greater Black Sea region, the Syrian Arab Republic and the Eastern Mediterranean, and the Persian Gulf.
For the last several years, the Russian Federation has taken steps to secure its position as the arbiter of the greater Black Sea region.\(^1\) By using the Black Sea region, which unites the Balkans and Asia Minor with the Caucasian/Caspian zone (or what is sometimes described as the Mediterranean-Black-Caspian axis), as a springboard, Russia can project power beyond its immediate surroundings—into the Middle East, Southern Europe, and the Mediterranean—and strengthen its reemergence as a great power at the global level. For purposes of this study, the greater Black Sea area is defined as encompassing the Caucasus, especially the importance of the Caspian Sea basin as part of this area; Ukraine and the Balkans; and the northern Middle East, not simply the Republic of Turkey, but also connected countries such as Islamic Republic of Iran, Republic of Iraq, and Syrian Arab Republic. The author shares the assessment of George Friedman that, in looking at this area of the world, “It is essential to think in terms of a coherent center of gravity of operations. . . . It is increasingly clear that that center is the Black Sea.”\(^2\) This greater Black Sea zone is what Amur Hajiyev, director of the Modern Turkey Study Center at the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, labels as “the Caspian-Black Sea macro-region with the adjacent zones of Central Asia, the Middle East and the Balkans.”\(^3\)

Western attention has tended to focus on Russian moves in the Baltic basin and the prevailing assumption remains that Moscow devotes a good deal of its attention and focus to extending its influence in Central Europe. At the same time, Russian activity in the greater Black Sea region often has flown under the radar. As a result, we tend to overweight the importance of the Baltic littoral to Russian policy. Poll U.S. experts and at the top of any risk prediction for 2019 will be the threat of a Russian incursion into the Baltic states—and the importance of continued efforts to reinforce [the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s] north-eastern frontier as a result. At the same time, bureaucratic lines drawn both for the State and Defense Departments detach much of Central Asia and assign it, either to be grouped together with India and Pakistan (for State) or with the Arab world and Iran (in the case of the Pentagon). In both cases, much of the Eurasian core is relegated to second-tier status in terms of U.S. attention and priorities.\(^4\)

In reality, however, as Anna Mikulska and Robert Hamilton from the Foreign Policy Research Institute point out, “There is nothing in Russia’s post-Soviet history pointing to a desire for direct military intervention in the Baltic Sea or its littoral states. Indeed, most of the evidence points to the fact that Russia sees the Baltic region as part of Europe, not as part of the post-Soviet space, and that it therefore plays there under ‘European’
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Russia’s southern strategy is designed to open up new markets and sources of investment for Russia, as well as to forge new business and financial partnerships that will help mitigate the impact of Western sanctions on the Russian economy.
rules.” At the same time, this somewhat artificial separation of the greater Black Sea basin by the U.S. national security community creates a strategic blind spot. As George Friedman concludes:

A Black Sea strategy is merely a name, but sometimes a name is sufficient to focus strategic thinking. So long as the United States thinks in terms of Ukraine and Syria and Iraq as if they were on different planets, the economy of forces that coherent strategy requires will never be achieved. Thinking in terms of the Black Sea as a pivot of a single diverse and diffuse region can anchor U.S. thinking.6

In other words, it behooves the U.S. national security community to think about this region in the same way as its Russian counterparts, who view the Caspian-Black Sea macro-region “as an access point to southern Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa” in order to “circumscribe NATO access to the region, protect Russia’s southern flank, and assist its current and potential future client states in the region.”7 In addition, Russia’s southern strategy is designed to open up new markets and sources of investment for Russia, as well as to forge new business and financial partnerships that will help mitigate the impact of Western sanctions on the Russian economy. 8 Thus, “Russia’s strategy pursues both a global power objective and a domestic economic objective.”9

Finally, a comment on the focus of this report. When the Black Sea region is discussed, the lion’s share of the attention often is directed to the conflicts in Ukraine and Georgia and the security ramifications of Russia’s annexation of Crimea.10 While these are indeed important topics, over-focusing on them—just as the over-focus on the Baltic region in the overall Eurasian context—cloaks and hides important Russian strategic moves in other parts of the Caspian-Black Sea macro-region. This report will try to shift that balance by drawing attention to some of the areas that have received less attention, but are no less important for understanding Russian grand strategy.

---


6 Friedman, op. cit.


10 For instance, the EU’s priorities concentrate on the Balkans and those countries that lie between Russia and the EU. Similarly, the NATO focus tends to emphasize support for the western Black Sea countries and the impacts of Russian moves vis-à-vis Georgia and Ukraine. See, for example, “EU Diplomat Nominee Says Balkans, Ukraine Top Foreign-Policy Priorities,” Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, October 7, 2019, at https://www.rferl.org/a/30204442.html; Ariel Cohen, “NATO Should Stand Up Black Sea Command Before It’s Too Late,” Huffpost, July 6, 2016, at https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nato-should-stand-up-blac_b_10831440; or Stephen Blank, “Memo to NATO: Wake Up Before Putin Turns the Black Sea into a Russian Lake,” Atlantic Council, June 28, 2016, at https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/ukrainealert/memo-to-nato-wake-up-before-putin-turns-the-black-sea-into-a-russian-lake/.
The historical “godfather” of the current Russian Black Sea strategy is the illustrious Prince Gregory Potemkin, a close associate of Empress Catherine the Great, who was a firm believer that “Russia’s destiny lay to its south and advocated accordingly for expansion into the Balkans, Caucasus, and the northern Middle East.” For the last three centuries, this vector in Russian foreign policy has ebbed and flowed.

During the Cold War, the Caspian-Black Sea macro-region, no less than Central Europe, was defined by a rigid “Iron Curtain” that separated the Soviet zone from the southern tier of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as well as the barriers of pro-American states in the Middle East and Persian Gulf, and limited Moscow’s freedom of action. In the waning days of the Soviet Union, and continuing into the first term of the Boris Yeltsin administration, Moscow did not have a sui generis approach to the Black Sea region. Instead, given Mikhail Gorbachev’s emphasis on constructing the “common European home” and the influence of the “Atlanticists” around Yeltsin, the focus was on developing a partnership with the United States and entering Western-led institutions—the assumption being that Russian interests and equities in this part of the world would be respected as a post-Soviet Russia took its place as part of the “board of directors” of the Euro-Atlantic world. For its part, an internal U.S. State Department memo developed in September 1993 assumed that, by 2005, Russia itself would be a full-fledged member of NATO; if those predictions had held, then the entire Black Sea basin would have been encompassed under the framework of the Alliance. From the Russian perspective, however, Moscow would be one of the key decisionmakers, having not only a voice, but also a veto, and even expected that the West would want Russia to play the role of the metropolitan power across the Eurasian space.

Even while pursuing integration with the West, Russia adopted a strategy of denial/compellence for the region. This meant that other countries in the region should be denied access to Western institutions of which Russia was also not a member while denying further expansion of the influence of those institutions to set the agenda for the greater Black Sea region. At the same time, the states of the area had to be compelled to accept the predominance of Russia in the region. Moscow, and certainly not Istanbul, Brussels, or Washington, would set the political, economic, and security agenda for the Caspian, Caucasus, and the Balkans.

When it became clearer, after the initial euphoria at the collapse of the USSR evaporated, that Russia would both remain outside the principal Western institutions—while its neighbors (and former Soviet republics) might end up more integrated into Euro-Atlantic structures, the calculus changed. Left unchecked, an expansion of Western (and to a lesser extent Middle Eastern) influence into the Caspian-Black Sea macro-region could only result in Russia’s marginalization and a direct threat to the maintenance of the Russian position in Eurasia, as well as pose a threat to vital geo-
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economic and geopolitical interests. Instead of relying on a mandate from the West to set the affairs of the “near abroad” (the claim by Russia of political interest and influence in states adjacent to it that were once part of the Soviet Union), Russia would have to assert its prerogatives.

Russian capabilities, however, could not match Moscow’s aspirations. The denial/compellence approach had some successes, notably in the fomenting and maintenance of frozen conflicts (especially in Georgia and the Republic of Moldova, and later in Ukraine), where Russia could frustrate the ambitions of other Black Sea states to enter Western institutions. But there were significant failures as well. Russia could not keep Balkan countries from joining both the European Union and NATO, nor could it forestall NATO activity in the former Yugoslavia. With backing from the United States, Turkey was able to compete with Russia for influence in the Caspian-Black Sea macro-region, and Moscow received a major setback when it failed to secure the transit of all Caucasus/Caspian energy exports via Russian territory.

In particular, the Kremlin discovered the limits of threatening to use military force as a tool of compellence in the region. By the turn of the millennium, there was a growing recognition in the Russian national security establishment that

US and Turkish influence has increased greatly and that these countries now threaten Russian interests in the Caspian.

This meant that Russia had to change its approach to the region, in particular, to decreasing actions which incentivized other states to seek outside involvement, especially that of the United States. This required a shift from a maximalist approach epitomized by the complete denial/total compellence strategy in favor of assessing critical transactions and key red lines that Russia would have to enforce. In particular, Russian foreign policy thinkers called for reconceptualizing Russian interests in this region and assigning greater priority to the greater Black Sea area in Russian foreign policy.

Boris Yeltsin’s government had not made the Caspian-to-Mediterranean axis region a priority, and had relied on a combination of hope (that Western states would admit Russia as one of the directors of the Euro-Atlantic world) and bluster (acting as if post-Soviet Russia still wielded the might and power of the departed Soviet superpower) to secure Moscow’s interests. Thus, as French diplomat Boris Toucas noted, “Although Russia maintained the perception that . . . the Black Sea area . . . belonged to its natural sphere of influence, it lacked the political, economic, and military power to fully impose its will.”


18 Thomas, op. cit.

19 See, the discussion, for instance, as covered in Andrey Grozin and Karina Gevorgyan, “Caspian Global Solitaire and Russian Interests: ‘Black Gold’ of Caspian Region Divided Up without any Rules, According to Principle of ‘Whoever is Brave Takes it All,’” Nezavisimaya Gazeta (Sodruzhestvo NG Supplement), May 5, 1998.

In assessing the results of the Yeltsin administration’s efforts, American analyst Timothy L. Thomas came to this conclusion about Russia’s position in the greater Black Sea region:

*Its prestige is already at an all-time low in the region. What it needs is enlightened diplomacy and some far-sighted politicians who can visualize the region 25 years in the future and construct policy today to meet that vision.*

During the course of his tenure as Russia’s paramount leader, Vladimir Putin has shown a willingness to reconceptualize Russian foreign policy beyond the Atlanticist paradigm that defined the late Gorbachev and early Yeltsin years, and in particular to think about Russia along a North-South axis (Arctic to Black and Caspian line) as much as an East-West one (a balance between the People’s Republic of China and the Euro-Atlantic worlds). While no less committed than his predecessor to the restoration of Russia’s great power status, Putin embraced a more pragmatic approach to the region that focused on generating economic benefits to Russia.

When necessary, Putin has been prepared to use military force as part of a denial/compellence approach, most notably in Moscow’s relations with Ukraine and Georgia. Yet, Moscow’s strategy in the rest of the region has evolved over the last two decades. This evolution is reflected in a shift that recognizes the futility of trying to exclude the West altogether in favor of compartmentalizing and limiting U.S. and European influence, while incentivizing—rather than coercing—ties with Russia. As Alexander Karavaev of the Russian Academy of Sciences put it, “From the point of view of Russia’s interests [in the region], it is necessary to pursue a conscious policy of regional integration within the framework of the strategy of flexible partnerships.” Russia still relies on the sudden incursion or limited military intervention, as in Georgia in 2008, Ukraine in 2014 or Syria in 2015, to telegraph its hard power capabilities, but is becoming more adept at tailoring its approach using all the tools of statecraft—and also in accepting compromise outcomes.

Two areas merit special attention: the evolution in the Russian-Azeri relationship and the Russian role in finally achieving the convention on the legal status of the Caspian Sea, both of which provide templates for Russian action elsewhere in the region.
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21 Thomas, op. cit.
22 Gvosdev, “Russia’s Strategy,” op. cit.
23 Freedman, p. 511.
A NEW TEMPLATE FOR THE RUSSIA-azerbaijan RELATIONSHIP

When Vladimir Putin became Prime Minister of the Russian Federation in August 1999, the haphazard Russian strategy of trying to force the Republic of Azerbaijan into the exclusive Russian sphere of influence had clearly failed. Azerbaijan had joined the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) in 1993, sent some of its energy via Russian export routes, and included Russian firms as part of Western-led consortia for energy development. But Azerbaijan had opted for a route running through Georgia and Turkey, rather than Russia, as its main export route for its oil and was leading the resistance to the preferred Russian outcome on the final legal disposition of the Caspian Sea. To counterbalance Russian pressure, then-President Heydar Aliyev turned to the United States for support, and his “overall strategy . . . was to resist Russian pressure by combining Azerbaijan’s national interests with the US government’s regional policy and the large volume of foreign investment by American and other Western oil firms.”

Even more troubling to the Kremlin, Heydar Aliyev’s national security advisor, Vafa Guluzade, was outspoken in his desire to see Azerbaijan moving beyond cooperation within Partnership for Peace to join NATO as a full member, and to offer either NATO or the United States the use of military facilities, which would have given the West direct access to the Caspian Sea. Guluzade was also quite clear in his desire to see the Georgia-Ukraine-Azerbaijan-Moldova (GUAM) grouping become a “military-political-economic” union to reduce radically Russian influence in the region. Ultimately, his vision was Azerbaijan serving as the eastern anchor of a Euro-Atlantic wedge and barrier between Russia and Iran and the creation of a corridor that would connect the Black-Caspian mega-region to the larger West.

During the 1990s, this approach seemed realizable because, as Boris Toucas has noted, Moscow was too weak to coerce former vassal entities in Eastern Europe and the Caucasus. It therefore struggled to preserve influence through diplomatic pressure, covert economic dominance, and regional integration instead. Western buildup around the Black Sea region progressively challenged the notion that Russia could maintain regional dominance through nonmilitary means. As the European Union and NATO filled the post-Soviet power vacuum, Russia soon became aware that it was unable to stop the Alliance’s expansion eastward.

It seemed logical that, in the face of Russian geopolitical weakness, NATO would, after taking in Republic of Bulgaria and Romania, start its strategic outreach across the Black Sea to the Caspian.
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However, Heydar Aliyev was much more cautious than his national security advisor, and far less trusting that the United States or Europe would be prepared to risk confronting Russia in order to reorder the geopolitics of the region fundamentally—an assessment seemingly borne out by the lackluster response to the Russian incursion into Georgia nine years later. Guluzade resigned his post in October 1999. 29 A turning point for Azerbaijan's “balanced” foreign policy was the Russian–Georgian War of August 2008. This weakened Azerbaijan’s belief in the ability of the West to counter Russian power projection or provide security guarantees to countries in the region. 30 Heydar Aliyev wanted to reach a bargain with Russia in which Moscow would end any efforts at “regime change” in Baku, would assist Azerbaijan in improving its internal security capabilities, and would facilitate access to Russian markets for Azeri firms.

At the same time, Putin began a concerted effort of outreach to Baku that attempted to move beyond the deadlock in Russia-Azerbaijan relations of the Yeltsin years. 31 The Putin approach may be summed up best under the moniker, “transactional neutrality.” Putin himself characterizes the success of Russia-Azerbaijan relations as resting on a “balance of interests.” 32 This policy means making it worth Azerbaijan's while not to transgress Russia's geopolitical red lines in the region, but, in turn, commits Russia to a strategy where it never wants Azerbaijan to feel threatened. “Transactional neutrality” accepts the reality of Azerbaijan’s “multipolarity” and that Baku will have economic, political, and even security relationships with other major power

centers, including the EU, NATO, and the United States. Rather than trying to force Azerbaijan to sever those ties, the Russian approach focuses on managing those interactions so that Moscow’s fundamental equities are not threatened. In short, Azerbaijan will not join NATO or any alliance of which Russia is not also a partner, and while Azerbaijan may have its own linkages, corridors, and export routes that bypass Russia, it will utilize Russia as one of its options and partners, and, more importantly, will never join any effort to contain Moscow or to use its geography to block Russia’s access to the south. In return, Moscow accepts that, in other areas, Azerbaijan may choose options that go against Russian preferences and understands that this is the price of keeping Azerbaijan from cementing closer ties with the West.

As part of its reassurance of Moscow, Azerbaijan formally joined the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) in May 2011, which foreclosed any option of joining NATO. Moreover, despite having been a founding member of GUAM, Azerbaijan resisted any efforts, particularly during the tenures of Presidents Viktor Yushchenko of Ukraine and Mikheil Saakashvili of Georgia, to turn the grouping into anything more than a loose consultative association, much to Guluzade’s lament. This is in keeping with the principle outlined by President Ilham Aliyev, who noted: “Azerbaijan and Russia closely interact with each other within [the] framework of international organizations, traditionally supporting each other in the most important and pressing issues.”

In turn, Russia has changed its tone towards Azerbaijan. During the 1990s, Russian foreign policy often characterized other former Soviet republics as junior siblings. As part of Russia’s courtship of Azerbaijan, however, the Putin and Medvedev administrations were prepared to treat Baku as a near-peer, so that Azerbaijan has been raised to a position of equality in the trilateral Russia-Iran-Azerbaijan and Russia-Turkey-Azerbaijan formats. This treatment has turned Azerbaijan into a stakeholder vested in the success of these initiatives.

Moreover, for every move to engage with Western institutions, there is a corresponding balancing initiative towards a Russian-led organization. Azerbaijan is both a “dialogue partner” of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), the vaunted “anti-NATO” of the Eurasian plain, and it has a robust partnership with NATO. While not prepared to join the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), Azerbaijan has been more deft at exploiting its position as a “keystone state” to maintain economic linkages to the EAEU and ensuring that its own cooperation with the EU does not foreclose its trade with Russia or its participation in the Chinese-led Belt and Road Initiative. In essence, Azerbaijan has decided on a foreign policy of not having to choose between good relations with Moscow and good relations with the West—and to focus on the strategic priorities of both sides.

---

33 “A conversation,” op. cit.
34 “President Aliyev: Azerbaijan, Russia closely interact with each other within framework of international organizations, traditionally supporting each other in most important and pressing issues,” Azernews, October 7, 2019, at https://www.azernews.az/nation/156919.html.
Azerbaijan may have its own linkages, corridors, and export routes that bypass Russia, it will utilize Russia as one of its options and partners, and, more importantly, will never join any effort to contain Moscow or to use its geography to block Russia’s access to the south.
Scholars Anar Valiyev and Narmina Mamishova characterize this as the “pursuit of neutrality,” noting:

Azerbaijan’s foreign policy has remained cautious with regard to any ambitions to integrate into a larger community. Encouraged by energy wealth, Azerbaijan has considered itself to be powerful enough to chart a course in which it accepts a Russia-style governance model whilst positioning itself as a so-called ‘strategic partner’ of the West on energy issues.

This leads to “an ‘interest-based’ multidimensional policy, which is generally pro-Russian but not necessarily anti-Western.”

The case of the Gabala radar station is quite instructive. During the 1990s, this was a hot-button issue in the relationship. Azeris saw in Moscow’s efforts to retain a foothold in Azerbaijan along the Caspian coast a last-ditch effort to salvage its position after the collapse of the Soviet Union and thus a threat to Azeri sovereignty. Russia, in turn, was panicked by any suggestion that the United States or NATO should replace Russia in running the facility. The lease was renewed in 2002 as a straightforward transaction that would have Azeri personnel alongside Russian military in running of the station. For a time in the mid-2000s, Gabala was offered as a possible site for a joint U.S.-Russia missile defense system, a proposal that would have suited Azerbaijan’s multidirectional approach in foreign policy by gaining credit for Baku in both Washington and Moscow. The rejection of that proposal by the Bush administration—and the development of new capabilities by Russia—made Gabala a less valuable strategic asset.

By the time the question of lease renewal came up in 2012, Gabala’s importance as a bargaining chip had been reduced. Azerbaijan did not depend on the rental income as an important source of state revenue. Russia had no fears that if it left the facility, American troops would soon have a foothold on the Caspian Sea. The station was closed and dismantled, the equipment sent back to Russia, the facility turned over to Azeri control, and all Russian personnel evacuated from Azeri soil. Moscow was prepared to evacuate the Gabala station precisely because it had confidence in the strength of the Russia-Azerbaijan relationship and no longer felt that the presence of Russian troops on Azeri soil served any strategic purpose.

One of the most critical services Azerbaijan performs for Russia is to serve as a conduit and mediator. At a time when other channels of communication have closed, Azerbaijan serves as the host for regular meetings between senior Russian and American military officials. As one Azeri official noted,

Baku has not been chosen accidentally to host the meeting of the Chiefs of General Staffs of Russia and the United States. Baku becomes the center where the leading geopolitical players reach agreement. The current meeting can have an impact on the settlement of global and regional problems.

Azerbaijan also facilitates the North-South corridor that connects Russia with Iran, and thus Europe with the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean basins. As Russian hopes for integration into the West have faded, the North-South corridor has acquired increased importance not just as an alternate for Russia. Moscow sees it as part of a much larger arc designed to connect the Arctic Ocean basin with the Indian Ocean. Thus, as researcher Elkhan

39 Valiyev and Mamishova, p. 271.
Alasgarov concludes: “The geopolitical project of the North-South corridor, which is of strategic importance for Russia and which the country is implementing jointly with Azerbaijan and Iran, has its logical continuation to the East.” At the same time, Azerbaijan has been marketing itself as an alternative conduit for Russia to Western markets and as a sanctions-free interconnector between Europe and Russia. By serving as this connector, Azerbaijan creates a series of “win-win” outcomes for itself and Russia.

Nowhere is Azerbaijan’s transformation from an anti-Russian barrier into a keystone state connecting Russia to the South and West more dramatic than its impact on the triangular Russia-Azerbaijan-Turkey relationship. In the 1990s, a Turkey-Azerbaijan strategic alliance was seen as a way to block Russian influence in the greater Black Sea basin and as a way to contain Russia. In particular, energy corridors traversing Russian or Turkish territory for Caspian hydrocarbons explicitly were seen by all sides as inherently competitive and zero-sum. Gains by Turkey (or Russia) were viewed as ipso facto losses by the other. Today, the focus is on complementarity, not rivalry, within the framework of a trilateral Russia-Turkey-Azerbaijan dialogue with a focus on a joint regional transport and energy hub in which all three countries participate and benefit.

Anar Valiyev and Narmina Mamishova come to this conclusion:

**Strategic hedging vis-à-vis Russia has allowed Azerbaijan to ‘have it both ways’. On the one hand, Moscow’s geopolitical interests and ambitions in the region are not questioned. On the other hand, Azerbaijan’s foreign policy, including towards Russia, is being formulated in such a way that the principal national interests are adhered to.**

In an ideal world, Moscow would prefer that Azerbaijan become a full member of all Russian-led Eurasian organizations. Azeri neutrality, however, is an acceptable outcome because it ensures that Western power does not challenge Russian primacy in the immediate region and also guarantees Russia’s ability to be able to connect to the larger Middle East.

---


45 For a discussion of the evolution of the Azerbaijan-Turkey relationship, see, among others, Mehmert Dikkaya and Jason E. Strakes, “A Paradigm Shift in Turkish-Azerbaijani Relations?” Review of Socio-Economic Perspectives vol. 2, no. 1 (June 2017), pp. 84-102.
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LESSONS OF THE CASPIAN CONVENTION

When the Soviet Union disintegrated, the Russian Federation, along with Iran, “sought to retain their status as the leading countries in the region and insisted on the principle of condominium: common use of the resources of the sea.” In practical terms, that meant that all the resources of the sea, no matter where they were located, would have to be developed jointly, with the profits apportioned to all Caspian states. It was also an effort by Russia to try and maintain the Caspian as a “closed” environment as if it were still a Soviet lake.

But the Yeltsin administration overplayed a weak hand in its efforts to strongarm the other Caspian littoral countries to accept its position. Azerbaijan took the lead in mobilizing both Western economic power and U.S. diplomatic pressure to push back against Russian demands both on the disposition of the sea and on the export of its energy resources.

Instead of imposing its will, Russia found itself losing ground, unable to control the agenda. The Yeltsin administration focused its efforts on trying to deny the use of the seabed and its resources to the other states of the region. The Kremlin assumed that as long as the Caspian was seen to be a disputed zone, Western companies would be disincentivized to invest. Four years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia and the other states began a formal diplomatic process to try and settle the status of the Caspian. From that year until 2018, more than 50 high-level meetings were held at the level of deputy foreign ministers, as well as dozens of head-of-state summits. Yet, Moscow was not incentivized to conclude any sort of accord rapidly in the hopes that preventing a settlement for the Caspian would hold up the development of projects that bypassed Russia.

These efforts were not entirely successful. Despite the lack of a convention on the final disposition of the Caspian, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan began developing assets in the offshore zones that they claimed, buttressed both by Western investment and diplomatic support. As Western companies began to acquire interests in the region, they subsequently raised the question of how those investments might be secured. This opened the door for the United States and NATO to claim that securing energy infrastructure and export routes from the Caspian and Black Sea basins was an issue of concern for the Western Alliance, and for the Euro-Atlantic community to take on a larger role in security matters. Even when officials accepted that this region was a not a priority for NATO as an alliance, proposals such as the creation of an Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) contact group or for the U.S. and other NATO Allies to offer security assistance were being proposed.

These developments challenged Moscow’s number one priority, which was to keep the Caspian region free of outside military involvement and deployments and to be able

---
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to secure Russian military primacy in the area. Thus, Moscow began to shift its approach from pressure to accommodation, as part of an explicit appeal that Caspian problems could be solved within the family of Caspian nations and that there was no need for any outside European or American involvement.

To keep other Caspian states from inviting outside mediators as interested parties in a Caspian settlement—the United States, the European Union or even China—Moscow began to compromise on its position regarding division of the sea into national sectors in return for guaranteeing that no non-Caspian state would be given any rights or access to that body of water, especially in terms of deploying military assets. In 1998, Russia reached an agreement with Kazakhstan that, while not ratifying the principle of national sectors, allowed for each country to delineate subsurface claims. In the next several years, Russia concluded a similar division with Azerbaijan and helped to broker an arrangement between Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan. With their offshore oil and gas assets now secure, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan were prepared to accede to Russian insistence that the Caspian be considered a closed security environment. This set the parameters for a settlement: Russia would be prepared to give ground on its maritime claims in return for recognition of its military primacy on the Caspian sea.

Nevertheless, deadlock persisted through the 2000s and much of the early 2010s, leaving the door open that in the absence of a final settlement,

one or more of the littoral Caspian states might again be incentivized to involve outside, non-Caspian partners in the process. To prevent this from happening, and to burnish Moscow’s reputation as a problem-solver, the Kremlin offered further compromises in the Russian position. Russia conceded that the seabed and the entire maritime area would be subdivided into national sectors, giving up on its initial position that the Caspian should be organized as a single condominium. Each Caspian state would end up with exclusive 15-mile sovereign territorial waters with an adjacent 10-mile exclusive fishing zone. The Russians also gave up their insistence that trans-Caspian infrastructure would require the approval of all Caspian states.\(^{55}\)

Russia also exercised renewed pressure on Iran to accept these concessions, and did so at a time when Tehran, reeling from the U.S. withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (the so-called “nuclear deal”) and the re-imposition of U.S. economic sanctions, was looking for security and economic guarantees from Moscow. Iran acceded to the final text of the Caspian Convention, which was signed on August 12, 2018, at the Caspian Summit at Aktau, Kazakhstan. In commenting on the push to reach a final agreement, Gulnara Mamedzade of the Caspian Expert Club stressed:

> Russia and other countries reached the consensus right in time. The Convention was signed in 2018 because risks were accumulated over the region. The Convention is based on providing the Caspian Sea with security and protecting it from third countries. We don’t want military bases of foreign countries be deployed nearby our borders.\(^{56}\)

The Caspian Convention has not settled all outstanding issues.\(^{57}\) More critically, some of Moscow’s concessions on the Caspian Convention were recouped in side agreements which guarantee the right of Russia to sail naval forces throughout the open waters of the Caspian and which mandate environmental studies for all trans-Caspian undersea construction, a possible backdoor veto for projects like the proposed Trans-Caspian Pipeline that would connect Turkmenistan to Azerbaijan.\(^{58}\) Nevertheless, Director of the Caspian-Eurasia Center Ksenia Tyurenkova sees its conclusion and ratification as heralding a “new stage in development of relations between the Caspian states, about [the] possibility of intensification of integration processes.”\(^{59}\) Specifically, the Russians have enshrined the principle that Caspian issues are the preserve only of Caspian states, a situation which sets up Russia as the first among equals in determining the region’s agenda. Researcher Stanislav Pritchin concurs, noting that while “Moscow failed to defend the principle of the condominium, in order to develop regional resources without Western companies. . . . It also managed to resolve territorial issues with its neighbors via a compromise arrangement. At the same time, Russia has succeeded in its aim of preserving the Caspian Sea as a closed regime for the armed forces of third countries.”\(^{60}\) Having established this principle for one part of the greater Black Sea region, Moscow seeks now to extend this understanding to other parts of the Caspian-Black Sea mega-region.
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APPLYING THE AZERBAIJAN AND CASPIAN TEMPLATES

A reasonable observer can suggest that the Russia-Azerbaijan relationship is unique. After all, Baku has several geopolitical vulnerabilities—including the frozen Nagorno-Karabakh conflict and the weaknesses that a government based on “authoritarian upgrading” generates—which allows Russia to promote its interests. On the other hand, there is also a danger of assuming that the way Russia has conducted its affairs with Georgia and Ukraine, particularly the use of hard and sharp power instruments, reflects Moscow’s default _modus operandi_. However, it may be that Ukraine and Georgia (and in the larger Black Sea region, Romania) are the special cases, and that, whenever possible, Russia is more inclined to pursue its strategy of transactional neutrality with the states of the region. In fact, there is evidence that even a Georgian or Ukrainian leadership that would be inclined to embrace the policy prescriptions of a “transactional neutrality” would find Moscow more receptive to bargain.

More importantly, aspects of the Russia-Azerbaijan template are being applied even to NATO and EU members in the greater Black Sea region, especially with Bulgaria, a former Warsaw Pact ally that “defected” to join the EU and NATO, and Turkey, which during the Cold War was explicitly positioned to block Russian access into the Mediterranean and the Middle East.

As with the Caspian countries, Russia has internalized the lesson that accommodation and compromise can create more receptive bargaining partners and that, as in the Caspian example, reaching out to regional competitors with a pitch of solving problems “among the neighbors” can generate results. As Moscow pulls back on some of its maximalist demands of the past, it is finding that both Bulgaria and Turkey are more inclined to agree with Russia that regional problems can and should be solved without the involvement of the United States.

Moscow’s denial/compellence tactics failed spectacularly with Bulgaria during the 1990s and early 2000s, as Sofia brushed aside Russia’s largely impotent objections and pursued full membership in both the EU and NATO. As a member of NATO, Bulgaria has signed agreements that provide for the temporary basing of NATO forces on Bulgarian soil—giving access to the U.S. military into the inner portion of the Black Sea, and also takes part in NATO missions in Europe and out-of-area. These are realities that Moscow reluctantly has learned to live with. Russia cannot get Bulgaria to leave the Alliance and assume a formal neutral status, as with Azerbaijan, but it can attempt to incentivize Bulgaria to limit NATO efforts to contest the Black Sea. In this task, Moscow has had some successes.

In particular, Bulgaria rejected the 2016 proposal for the creation of a joint Bulgarian-Romanian-Ukrainian brigade that would play a role in Black Sea security, and the following year also provided no support or encouragement for Romanian proposals to set up a joint naval task force among the NATO Black Sea states. Bulgaria also has opposed the suggestion that Black Sea countries could “reflag” the naval assets of non-Black

---
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Sea NATO members as a way to circumvent the Montreux Convention governing strict limits on access to the Black Sea by outside navies.64

Like Azerbaijan, Bulgaria talks about the importance role Sofia attaches to serving as a mediator between Russia and the West, and the need for Bulgaria to maintain good relations with Russia. In part, this view is driven by economic and energy considerations. Russia is both an important trading partner as well as an energy supplier to Bulgaria. Like the Azeris observing the somewhat lackluster Western response to the Russia-Georgia conflict of 2008, the Bulgarians were very disappointed by the European and American response to the cancellation of the South Stream project in 2014. This project was designed to send Russian gas to Central Europe via a pipeline that would connect Russia to Bulgaria, and which would have generated transit fees and investment into the Bulgarian economy. After Russia’s annexation of Crimea and support for separatists in Donbas, other Europeans appealed to Bulgaria’s sense of solidarity as a NATO and EU member to suspend the project. Yet, Bulgarians do not believe that their sacrifice was adequately compensated, especially when Russia reoriented the project to come ashore in Turkey.65 Bulgaria now sees new opportunities in connecting to this new Turkish Stream line and to serve as a gas hub and distributor of Russian energy within the EU.66

In some ways, Bulgaria’s evolving relationship with Russia is a mirror reversal of Azerbaijan’s: a security partnership with the West, but an

energy partnership with Russia. In pursuit of that goal, Bulgaria pursues a defensive approach to Russia’s geopolitical interests in the Black Sea: defending against Russia’s ability to project power into the Alliance, but not actively contesting or attempting to roll back Russia’s current position in the Black Sea, eastern Europe, and the eastern Mediterranean. Bulgarian pragmatism is reinforced because of an even more dramatic shift on the part of Turkey in terms of its own relationship with Moscow. Like Bulgaria, “Turkey has always taken care that the Black Sea should not become a conflict zone between Russia and NATO by maintaining a balance between its positions as member of NATO and a neighbour of Russia.”

As Turkey has emerged as one of the world’s leading “middle powers,” Ankara has sought to redefine itself from being the West’s (and specifically NATO’s) representative and proxy in favor of being viewed, as researcher Selim Koru has noted, as “an entity of its own, friendly to the West but separate from it.” Turkey, like Russia, also has faced its own disappointments with its lack of success in being able to integrate fully into the Euro-Atlantic world on its own terms and with a position of leadership. This has made the Turkish strategic establishment, starting with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, much more receptive to Russian proposals that, in the Caspian-Black Sea mega-region, its two leading powers, Turkey and Russia, should serve as coordinator of its security and economic relationships. In particular, the same line Russia had used with Caspian Sea states—the notion of solving regional problems “ourselves” without the need for or involvement of outside actors, especially the United States—has fallen on fertile ground in Ankara. Indeed, an argument that resonated with the Turkish side was that “Ankara would actually see increased US presence as a factor weakening its regional position and a potential constraint on pursuing own foreign policy objectives.”

Other reports have looked at much greater detail at the evolution of the Russia-Turkey relationship, especially how a NATO Ally now has a de facto strategic partnership with Moscow. What is important to stress here is how Russia’s embrace of the “transactional neutrality” approach has been able to generate that shift. Again, as with Bulgaria, Russia does not pressure Turkey to leave the Alliance or end its cooperation, and Turkey remains one of NATO’s core countries in terms of fulfilling security missions around the Euro-Atlantic area. Instead, Russia seeks de facto “neutrality” on the part of Turkey when it comes to Black Sea and Caspian issues, where other NATO members and NATO-aspirant countries have problems with Russia. Even prior to the dustup with the U.S. over the Turkish purchase of Russian S-400 missiles, and the crisis that emerged over northern Syria in fall 2019, Russia already had succeeded in getting Turkey to prioritize its interests over alliance solidarity.

Russia has made economic benefits the linchpin of its courtship of Ankara. Thus, as researcher Igor Delanoe concludes, Turkey has no incentive to take “action that could risk its Black Sea condominium with Russia. Its solid relationship with Russia on energy, strengthened by the Turkish Stream gas pipeline — the offshore section was completed
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Russia seeks de facto “neutrality” on the part of Turkey when it comes to Black Sea and Caspian issues, where other NATO members and NATO-aspirant countries have problems with Russia.
last November — and Rosatom’s construction of Turkey’s first nuclear power station, at Akkuyu on the south coast, act as a safety net.”

Like Azerbaijan, Turkey offers itself as a conduit for Russia to Western markets. It no longer sees its mission as denying Russia the ability to reach Western markets while privileging non-Russian sources. Turkey now stresses that it will facilitate all energy export routes including those from Russia. This not only guarantees a steady, affordable stream of energy for Turkey’s own economic growth as well as the income from transit fees, but makes Turkey much more important to Europe’s overall energy security and economic health. This serves as a major driver for Russia-Turkey rapprochement.

Thus, as Ilgar Mamedov, a researcher at the Russian Academy of Sciences, concludes:

Moscow and Ankara work together thanks to regional interests in the South Caucasus, in the Middle East, in the Balkans, in the Black Sea region. When it comes to these matters, both countries are cooperating with each other very actively. Formats such as Russia-Turkey-Iran, Russia-Turkey-Azerbaijan are really fruitful. This cooperation contributes to regional security. … Turkey is a member of NATO, but in current conditions, this membership isn’t really in Turkey’s interest. Cooperation and partnership with Russia brings Turkey more benefits than relations within NATO.

Russia understands and expects that there will be differences of opinion and interest, and so has been working to ensure that divergences—especially over Syria—can be accommodated without overall damage to the relationship. Despite Western and particularly American predictions of an imminent split between Ankara and Moscow, the transactional relationship has worked to dampen possible sources of conflict. As Igor Delanoe reminds us:

The main strength of Russia and Turkey’s partnership is their ability to focus on shared processes, rather than vainly seeking shared strategic objectives. They are geopolitical competitors cooperating on a limited and selective basis in the Black Sea, the Caucasus and the Middle East, within frameworks that allow them to channel competition. The Astana platform for peace talks in the Syrian conflict is one example.

Here, Russia has the model for Caspian diplomacy as a guide. Moscow has celebrated the conclusion of the Caspian Convention as a prime example of regional powers being able to settle their differences without the need for interference or direction from the United States. The same template is being applied in the search for a settlement in Syria: the Astana process that brings together Turkey and Iran with Russia, the expansion of the Russia-Saudi strategic dialogue, and the effort to jury-rig a series of compromises and create a patchwork of enclaves and deconfliction zones that would give different groups in Syria and their outside backers a stake in a postwar settlement.
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Not only with Turkey, but also with other Middle Eastern powers—the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, State of Israel, and Iran—Russia has consistently emphasized that its approach—combined with its stewardship of a Caspian-like process—can bring better results than reliance on American power and intervention. Indeed, in recent years, Russia has stressed that it is the only major power positioned to bring together the regional rivals.  

Thus, “Russia’s interests are fundamentally connected with resolving the situation in the Middle East.”

More audaciously, Russia has proposed applying the Caspian template to a much more important waterway—the Persian Gulf—arguing that the erratic and uncertain nature of U.S. foreign policy decision-making of the last several years has jeopardized the stability of the region.

On July 23, 2019, the Russian Foreign Ministry released its Collective Security Concept for the Persian Gulf Region. As with the Caspian Convention, the security concept for the Persian Gulf proposes a “renouncement of permanent deployment of troops of extra-regional states” in the Gulf—a formulation that is specifically designed to apply to the United States. At the same time, by reconfiguring the definition of the region so that Russia, as a Caspian and Black Sea power, is a closer stakeholder than the more distant United States, the proposal envisions a role for Russia as
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an honest broker to maintain the balances and preserve stability. Finally, Russia would seek to negotiate and then guarantee a non-aggression pact between Iran and its neighbors.

In all of these matters, Russia seeks “to insert itself as the responsible mediator” capable of organizing the rules of engagement for a stable and predictable “Cold War” between the major power centers in the region, in contrast to a reckless and unpredictable United States. Saudi Arabia may become the biggest convert to Russia’s Caspian approach. Riyadh has become frustrated with the scale and scope of U.S. support and is more open to a Russian approach to regional security issues that emphasizes “productive cooperation and compromise.”

Most significantly, Russia has used its new-found influence in the region to thwart the U.S. effort to use Saudi Arabia as a pressure point against the Russian economy. Now, instead of competing against Moscow, Riyadh is actively coordinating with the Russians in an effort to set a stable price “floor” for energy, to help guarantee revenues for both their treasuries. In addition, given the continued uncertainties that Western sanctions create for European and U.S. financial institutions to consider lending to Russia or facilitating investment, Moscow hopes to continue the trend of securing funds from Middle Eastern sources into its economy.

Russia recognizes that it cannot eliminate the U.S. presence or role from the Middle East, but it seeks to reduce or weaken the American footprint and to create economic and political opportunities for

---


What is Moscow hoping to achieve with its greater Black Sea strategy? To some extent, the southern strategy is a mirror of its northern/Arctic strategy. Both seek to promote Russia’s domestic economic development, incentivize foreign partners to invest and ignore broad-based U.S. and EU sanctions, create a geopolitical demand for Russia to continue to act as a regional hegemon and as one of the great powers, and to insist that in both these zones, there is no need for U.S. or NATO involvement to promote peace and security.

Russia cannot compete with the United States or China on a truly global scale, for it lacks the resources and the power projection capabilities. Instead, concentrating Russian efforts on the Arctic and the Caspian-Black Sea mega-region gives Russia the ability to remain relevant as one of the great powers and to defend that status without creating unnecessary strains on the Russian state and economy. It invests other major powers in Russia’s continuation as a great power so that it can maintain balances and thus regional security. It opens opportunities that can drive demand for Russian goods and services and supports Russia’s geo-economic strategy of serving as the essential interconnector between the economic engines of Europe and China while connecting the Russian heartland to the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean.

Certainly, Putin enjoys the limelight of being seen as a global statesman and in the position of near-peer equality with the United States, and cementing the Russian position in the Caspian-

Black Sea mega-region validates Russia as one of the agenda-setting powers in the 21st century international system. More importantly, it creates an independent basis for Russian power that is not dependent on the suffering or good will of the United States. Putin and the Russian foreign policy establishment more generally were pleased with the public declaration of French President Emmanuel Macron, who in May 2018 declared:

*I also recognize the very role that Russia has now built for itself both in its immediate environment and in some other regions of the world, for example, in the Middle East. This newly acquired role of a strong leader imposes a new responsibility. And I am well aware of Russia’s irreplaceable role in some international issues.*

Partnership with the West proved not to be the pathway to “making Russia great again.” Instead, Putin has shifted his focus from an East-West horizontal axis to viewing Russia’s future as resting on the North-South axis of the Arctic and the greater Black Sea region. For Russia’s friends and foes alike, these are the areas of the world where the future of Russian power will be decided.
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